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or some people, the world is very large. These
people are selfless, humanitarians. They see the
bigger picture and have more of a global mind
than most people you will encounter on a day-today basis. Mohammad Deen, CRNA, CCRN, EMTP,
has dedication, purpose, and a raison d’etre: to help
people anywhere and everywhere that he can. And he
is, proudly, passionately, a CRNA. Come meet him.

The World of Nurse Anesthesia
What made Mohammad become a Certified
Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)? He was
working as a medical interpreter at Rush University
when he first encountered a CRNA. “I was translating
for the CRNA, and had no idea what that was. He
explained it to me. I researched and discovered that
anesthesia has the biggest shortages in the world.
The CRNA told me, ‘You can go wherever you want,’”
explained Mohammad. “It was the number 1 shortage,
needed here and elsewhere, and had a skill set with
the hands. I love working with my hands. It provided
a financial comfort so I can do what I need to do
overseas – flexibility. It’s what I’m living up to now.
“Also, I loved how easy the CRNA was with his
patients. He would crack a joke, and they went
into the OR smiling,” he continued. “I loved how
comfortable his patients were, how at ease they were,
and this is before Versed was given. After Versed is
given is cheating. He had a big impact on me. All
my patients go into the OR with a bad Dad joke. I
observed a lot of people and what they were doing
right with their patients. Communication is huge. In
OB, they have to trust you to put this needle in their
back. I am the best communicator with my patients.”
He has even provided anesthesia for his father.
“Everybody said, ‘I wouldn’t have done that.’ But the
staff was okay with it as I have worked with 10 times
the amount of people overseas who have become
family. My dad is terrified of hospitals, terrified! He
said, ‘I will not do it unless you’re in the room.’ Dad
wanted to be out, and he didn’t remember a thing.
My teams trust me. I had done a lot of way more ill
patients. This was a healthy 63-year-old man. It was
one of the most memorable experiences of my career.”
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Refugee Work and The Ted Talk
In 2017, Mohammad stood on a stage in Paris,
France, wearing a t-shirt with the word REFUGEE
in large letters across the front, and he was speaking
about the refugee camp in northern Greece where
he spent 3 months working as the only healthcare
professional. He was originally supposed to be there
for 2-3 weeks, but it stretched into 3 months.
Mohammad was working with a group called EKO
Camp. He had been working at another camp, and
people there told him there was a different camp
20 miles away that had no medical personnel. He
went to the EKO Camp site, and he was given a tent
and blankets by the refugees there.
“In the middle of the night, a father came to get
me, his son was ill,” recounts Mohammad in a recent
interview. “It was raining, and I didn’t want to let
water in, so I put my shoulders and head in the tent
– it rained on the rest of me for 40 minutes. He was
tachycardic, with a fever. We started an IV, spoke with
a pediatrician in Spain, dosed him, and gave him
antibiotics. I created a full report, to make sure his
condition was understood at the hospital he would
be taken to, then called a Greek ambulance that was
2 hours way. I wanted him out of the rain for a day. It
was 2 a.m. when I called, 4 a.m. when the ambulance
arrived. I picked up the son, carried him to the
ambulance. An old man said to me, not trying to
make me feel guilty, ‘Who’s coming in to replace you?’
I told him I didn’t know. ‘What would have happened
to this kid if you weren’t here?’”
The question preyed on him. Mohammad was just
about to start nurse anesthesia school. “I called my
program director, let him know the situation, and
that I might have to delay. He was supportive. I was
enrolled in part-time classes. I called my job, I’m not
coming back for a while. They were supportive. I
stayed for a couple more months.”
Prior to that, Mohammad’s experience with
volunteer work had been working with the homeless
population in Chicago, teaching health education. He
was part of an annual Christmas food and clothing
drive for four years. He felt that at EKO Camp,
he became the “unannounced mayor,” the longest
standing person there. One of the advantages he has
is that he speaks Arabic. Anyone passing out food,
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mosquito bites.’ I told them it’s not important. I woke up to
40 mosquito bites. I went and got repellent for everybody!
These kids were scratching themselves into wounds that will
become infected. I listened. ‘We need protein,’ they told me.
‘Not chicken, maybe eggs.’ We made a partnership with a local
farmer. Each refugee got eggs and a piece of bread.”

or bringing in a translator into the camp went through Mohammad.
“I didn’t just go there; I was not a Western savior coming to help
you. I drank tea and hung out with the refugees. We played soccer,
volleyball, and the refugee site became a village.”
The stark dichotomy of working in a third world country and
returning to life in America can take some fine tuning. “There is
always an adjustment,” said Mohammad. “With everyday life, when
you are getting coffee, you see a woman ripping the barista apart for
adding 2% instead of skim milk, and refugees are waiting 2 hours
for food. Here are well-educated people, living in a tent, waiting
2 hours for food.”
To help relieve and manage some of his stress, Mohammad works
out, participates in martial arts, and also writes poetry, paints,
does calligraphy. He enjoys independent films and travels a lot.
He recently took his 89th airline flight.
He tries to raise as much awareness about the refugee condition
as he can. He spoke to the European Parliament in Belgium. He
has gone to the Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières
(MSF) headquarters and has been part of the initial planning to
get kids vaccinated in Greece. He also performs water rescues in
the Mediterranean. “I am the primary medic on the boat. The first
person in the water.”
Mohammad encounters a lot of people who want to do what he
does. He recommends four things:
1.

You have to be the best provider you can be. “If you can’t
do that here, how can you do it in a third world country?”

2.

Listen to what the refugees need. “Most people fail to listen
to people’s needs. I made the same mistakes too,” Mohammad
explained. “The refugees told me, ‘We’re getting tons of

3.

Learn the Culture. Don’t just go there. “Can you speak basic
Arabic? Which airport is best to fly into? If you’re not learning
about the people, can you really take care of them? Be prepared
to help teach, get the surgeons out there, teach them so they
can help themselves. Know the culture, know the history. It will
help you better serve the people.”

4.

Awareness is key. “When you go on a mission, let people know
what’s going on. Put yourself out there. There is a Facebook
group called CRNAs on a Mission, with 3,000 members. They
are always posting opportunities. Get in touch and learn what
they encounter. Feel out what you’re doing. When you come
back, talk to the people you work with. ‘Why don’t we bring
anesthesia providers and teach the local healthcare providers?
Help them carry on, we can’t be here 24/7.’”

What If We Were Friends?
When asked why he called his Ted Talk “What If We Were Friends?”
Mohammad explained, “I knew it was going to be this big event in
Paris. Michael Jackson’s photographer gave a talk called ‘The Pictures
I Never Took.’ People are afraid of what they don’t know. ‘What if we
were friends’ humanizes both sides and makes people want to listen.
It’s apolitical. It’s something so human, friendship. I wanted people
to think about it. What is this guy talking about?”
He ended his Ted Talk quietly and eloquently. “Each and every
single one of you has the power to make change. Their story could
have been your story. And I think if you can change one life, you’ve
done well.”

Resources
• Mohammad’s Ted Talk:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bnm1uRc_
oL0&feature=youtu.be
• Short film “No Place Like HOPE”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UfEd7ZawDw
• Follow Mohammad on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/jd.moha/ ■
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